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A METHODOLOGY FOR ASSESSING 
SYSTEMS' MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS 

SUMMARY 

A potential stumbling block to new system planning and design is impre
cise, confusing, or contradictory data regarding materials--their avail
ability and costs. A methodology is now available that removes this 
barrier by minimizing uncertainties regarding materials availability. 
Using this methodology, a planner can assess materials requirements more 
quickly, at lower cost, and with much greater confidence in the results. 
Developed specifically for energy systems, its potential application is 
much broader. 

The Problem 

Major new systems can require vast quantities of materials. Technologi
cally advanced systems may require more--sometimes much more--of certain 
materials than the world's total current output. Major expansions of 
manufacturing capacity, even entire new industries, may be needed to 
meet these new material requirements. Other materials--related factors 
may also have to receive careful attention before a system design is 
finalized. For example, the extent to which supply is dependent on im
ports, particularly from one or two uncertain sources, can be critical. 
Another vital factor may be the effect that a system's impact on demand 
has on world markets. The costs of large quantities of scarce materials 
is a third exaople. There are more. 

Policy makers, planners and evaluators, and design engineers must deal 
with these materials uncertainties. They must assess the requirements 
of a specific system and also compare the requirements of competing 
systems or competing technologies within a system. And, they must be 
able to determine the cumulative effects of developing two or more new 
systems in parallel. 

These efforts have been hampered by the lack of an established, accept
ed, comparative methodology that can deal with the broad scope of mate
rials uncertainities. Often, well-intentioned planners have been unable 
to resolve honest disagreements that can arise simply because their 
analyses are not based on identical data. Communications breakdowns oc
cur and polarization can result. 

The Solution 

Under the direction and funding of DOE' s Satellite Power System's 
Project Office, a methodology has been developed that solves many of 
these problems. At its heart is an automated data base containing 
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information on the raw and bulk materials (including energy consumption) 
from which new systems, as well as their components and subsystems, are 
manufactured. The methodology includes data and algorithms that tell 
planners and designers such things as how much expansion in capacity 
will be needed to produce the projected quantities of each material, how 
much of the material comes from abroad, and its cost per unit of system 
output. Materials that exceed certain threshold values are flagged to 
help assure that they will be studied more closely. 

The methodology has been tested and successfully applied to four pro
posed future energy production systems. 0-4) It is now ready for 
wider use. 

Benefits 

A principal benefit of the methodology is the ease of performing "what
if" analyses. Planners, managers, and designers can all quickly deter
mine the effects of, say, substituting one material for another, one 
component for another, or one subsystem for another. Because such anal
yses become relatively easy, there should be less reluctance to under
take them. This factor alone can ensure more efficient, less costly 
sys terns. 

Use of the methodology will also: 

• Provide a better basis for decision-making 

• Minimize uncertainties regarding materials availability 

• Provide lead time if R&D or major expansions of capacity 
prove necessary 

• Guide decisions as to the ultimate size and timing of new 
systems 

• Raise the success probability of new systems ventures 

• Save time and money by making available a comprehensive 
materials data base coupled to an automated data processing 
system. 

BACKGROUND 

Major new energy systems being studied to replace or supplement fossil
fuel systems will have significant impacts on the life of our nation and 
on many aspects of our personal lives. Some of these systems require 
huge amounts of increasingly scarce land. Most of them require heavy 
capital investments. In many cases, international agreements may be 
necessary, often with military implications. 
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As a result of these potential impacts, there are many factors that re
quire careful attention in considering new systems. Societal impacts, 
economic effects, and environmental concerns must be weighed, together 
with the issue of public acceptance. Governmental regulations, building 
codes, and other institutional factors also require close scrutiny. Of 
major importance among these many concerns is consideration of materials 
requirements. Vast quantities of materials can be needed--some of them 
rare, others costly, many already in heavy demand. For example, one 
version of the proposed JOO-gigawatt* Satellite Power System (SPS) 
will require almost 900 million metric tons of bulk materials** (rang
ing from the common, such as sand and gravel, to the rare or exotic, 
such as gallium arsenide). 

During system development, the implications of materials requirements 
for energy systems are considered at three levels--each with a different 
perspective. Planners at the policy level, for example, focus on either 
the cumulative materials requirements of several types of systems, such 
as solar, nuclear, and fossil fuel, or on decisions involving compari
sons among competing systems, the "either/or" situation (Figure I). 

COAL 

SPS NUCLEAR 

~SOLAR" 
TERRESTRIAL 

TRADE-OFFS/COMPARISONS CUMULATIVE 

FIGURE 1. POLICY LEVEL REQUIREMENTS 

*60 five-gigawatt satellites 

**An analogy can be drawn from the automobile industry: 900 million 
metric tons of bulk materials is equivalent to the cumulative output 
of the entire U.S. automobile industry (at 10,000,000 cars per year) 
for over 60 years! 
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At the planning and evaluation level (Figure 2), managers analyze intra
system requirements. Examples might be materials needed by a silicon
based SPS versus one using gallium arsenide technology, or active versus 
passive solar terrestrial systems. As analyses have already shown, 
there can be very significant differences in materials requirements even 
between relatively similar systems. 

• INTRASYSTEM COMPARISONS 

GaAs - ~ Si 

•PROGRAM SCENARIO VARIATIONS 

Time Size - ~ ( ~ 

• TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 

FIGURE 2. PLANNING AND EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS 

Finally, engineering designers perform trade-off analyses to optimize a 
system's design (Figure 3). Materials nust be evaluated along with 
other factors such as technical characteristics (e.g., strength, avail
ability, cost, and weight) before a design can be finalized. 

STRUCTURAL MATERIALS EXAMPLE 

STRENGTH 

WEIGHT AVAILABILITY 

COST 

FIGURE 3. ENGINEERING AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
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There are several factors that can affect the choice of materials, in 
addition to normal engineering design considerations. These include: 

• Availability (both U.S. and world) 
• Source (domestic or foreign) 
• Costs 
e Impact of selection on domestic and world markets 
• Manufacturing capacity 
• Quantities required.* 

Other factors must also be carefully studied--environmental impacts, 
capital requirements, energy payback, balance of trade impacts, and R&D 
requirements. Analyses to date haye shown that there are many materials 
whose use would pose no concern, even though a new system may require 
large quantities. Other materials (as many as 50 percent) may raise 
some concern as regards one or more of the factors mentioned above. 
These materials require further analysis. Typically, such analyses 
reveal that most of these materials pose no serious concern. This 
leaves, then, those few materials whose use may have significant im
pacts. The problem then is not with the number of materials of con
cern but with identifying those few materials of concern. A systematic 
approach is needed to do this in an efficient manner. 

Although the needs for materials data range from the very broad to the 
very specific, there is a common requirement for an established, accept
ed, comparative methodology that can si~plify and speed up the laborious 
and expensive process of comprehensive materials assessments. 

In 1976, DOE's Satellite Power System's Project Office contracted with 
Battelle Memorial Institute to develop such a methodology. (1) It now 
exists. It has been tested with four energy systems--terrestrial solar 
photovoltaics(2), solar heating and cooling of buildings(3), solar 
agricultural and industrial process heat (3), and the Sa tel lite Power 
System. (4) 

This methodology provides a valuable new tool. While by no means elimi
nating the need for the mature judgment of experienced managers and de
signers, it largely frees them from the grinding, costly manipulation of 
huge quantities of data. And, it meets the needs of all three levels 
mentioned above--policy makers, planners, and designers--in a single 
system. 

By applying this methodology, comparative and accumulative assessnents 
can be performed with relative ease, and future developmental and com
mercial impacts of materials requirements can be addressed. Its use 
will help reduce the uncertainties presently surrounding materials 

*As determined by the system's scenario (output/size of units and 
number of units per year). 
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requirements of major systems and allow quick comparison of design alter
natives. It should also help prevent missteps that could have far
reaching ramifications. 

In the remainder of this report, we describe the methodology and present 
illustrations of its application. 

MATERIALS ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY(!) 

One usually thinks of the flow of materials proceeding from raw mate
rials to the final materials (Figure 4). Take for example, copper. 
Copper ore is mined and sent to a mill and smelter. The bulk material, 
copper, that leaves this process may be formed into a final engineering 
material like brass (an alloy of copper and zinc). This brass may then 
be machined and fabricated into hardware components for the SPS or some 
other system. The tracking process needed in a materials assessment 
follows the opposite direction. First, the amount of brass in the 
system being studied nust be determined. Then this is translated into 
its bulk materials, one of which is copper. At this point the bulk 
material copper would be reviewed for possible capacity constraints. 
Next the copper production process would be analyzed and its material 
needs identified: copper ore, sulfuric acid, steel, electricity, coal, 

G"OW 6 l/M/ Mlfllf 
MAlll'VlST CIL 10-ZO ft.• 

"TlNE TO IHClllAH 
CA"'ACIT"i' 

l/M/VC • INEllQT. MATtll~ 
~Oii. CA"'°AL IN"'1TS 

lllC'l'Cl.E 

JUNll: USE 
UFE 1•IO Yll. 

FIGURE 4. THE MATERIALS CYCLE (l) 

.. 

l.IM C/L 
DltlOfil 

MAN~4cnll'lf 
4SSIMaLY 
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etc. The copper ore and all of the other bulk* and raw materials are 
then checked for potential capacity constraints and for availability of 
reserves and resources. Figure 5 describes the foregoing relationships 
graphically. The production processes of the secondary materials must 
also be analyzed to complete the materials assessment. This analysis 
logic could conceivably proceed on through several additional steps but 
in practice is terminated when material quantities become insignificant. 

FINAL 
ENGINEERING 

MATERIAL 

1 
I BRASS I 

BULK 
MATERIALS 

l 
REQUIRES 

.. 1 • COPPER I 
r·--- .... 

+ I ZINC I 
L.-----' 

REQUIRES ,.. 

+ 

RAW MATERIALS 
AND SECONDARY 
BULK MATERIALS 

RAW 

e COPPER ORE 
e COAL 

BULK 
e SULFURIC ACID 
e STEEL 
e ELECTRICITY 
• ETC. 

r------1 
I ZINC I 
1 MATERIALS 1 

L-------J 

FIGURE 5. TYPICAL CONVERSION CHAIN OR MATRIX 

When the above simplified example is expanded to a overall materials 
assessment of a total system (such as the Satellite Power System), the 
problem becomes much more ccxnplex, involving large numbers of materials 
and production processes. The analysis required can best be described 
as consisting of the following eight basic steps (refer also to 
Figure 6 ): 

*Bulk materials required to produce other bulk materials (e.g. sulfuric 
acid required to produce copper) are referred to as "secondary" bulk 
materials. 

. ... 
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STEP 3 

COMPUTE ANNUAL 
FINAL MATERIALS 

REQUIREMENTS 

STEP 4 
ANALYZE EACH 

FINAL ~IATERIAL 'S 
PRODUCTION 

PROCESS AND 
CALCULATE ANNUAL 

BULK AND RAW 
fol.ATERIALS 

REQUI RE."1ENTS 

STEP 6 

ASSESS IMPACT 
OF SYSTHl'S 

MATERIALS 
REQUIREMENTS 

STEP 7 

ANAL VZE 
RESULTS 

STEP B 

IDENTIFY AND 
STUDY ALTERNATIVE 

OPTIONS 

• 
STEP 2 

SPECIFY 
PROGRAM 

SCENARIO 

-1 
I 
I 
I CMAP 
1 ~MATERIALS t"'"" - SCREEN 

I 
I 
I 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 

- _ _J 

MATERIALS 
REQUIRING NO 

FURTHER 
ANALYSIS 

FIGURE 6. OVERVIEW OF THE METHODOLOGY 

----~- . 
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Step 1. Identify Materials Requirements 

The final construction materials (such as brass, concrete, composites, 
or solar-grade silicon) for a system under study are identified, prefer
ably at the component or subsystem level. This results in a listing of 
the quantities of all materials required for the construction and in
stallation of one system .. unit" (such as one solar power satellite and 
its earthborn equipment, or one coal-fired generating plant) producing a 
specified amount of energy. 

Step 2. Specify Program Scenario 

A "scenario" is a statement of a system's ultimate size and the timing 
of its construction. lbe scenario gives the number of system units to 
be constructed per year for each year of the program's duration. The 
SPS scenario, for example, specifies two satellite units per year 
throughout the period from 2000 to 2029, for a total of 60 units each 
developing 5 gigawatts output. ibus the total power output at program 
completion would be 300 gigawatts. 

Step 3. Coapute Annual Materials Requirements 

The annual materials requirements are calculated by multiplying the 
units per year by the quantities of each final material in one unit. 

Step 4. Analyze Material Production Processes 

Each final construction material is produced from bulk and secondary 
bulk materials (such as copper, cement, graphite fiber, or sulfuric 
acid) and raw materials (such as sand and gravel, ore, or timber). 
Quantities of all such materials are calculated by year. 

Step 5. Characterize the Materials Industry 

For all materials, a data base is developed. It includes such factors 
as availability, source, production capacity, expected growth in demand, 
and prices on a domestic and worldwide basis for each material. 

Step 6. Assess the System's Impact 

The system's annual demand for each material (as determined in Steps 1-
4) is compared to pertinent information in the data base for that mate
rial. This reveals the impacts of the system, expressed in such terms 
as percentage of total production required, percentage of resources con
sumed, or dependency on imports. 

--------~-·--····-·-· 
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Step 7. Analyze the Results 

The significance of each impact identified in Step 6 is assessed by com
parison to a predetermined threshold value. Some impacts will be of no 
concern; others will require further study. 

Step 8. Study Alternative Options 

For those materials involving significant uncertainties, or potential 
constraints, alternative options are identified and studied. One option 
is materials substitutions. If this is considered, Steps 1 through 7 
are repeated to evaluate the effect of the substitution. Other options 
open to managers and planners for reducing uncertainties include re
designing a component, subsystem, or an entire system; undertaking R&D 
aimed at alleviating an uncertainty; exploring for new resources; or 
developing incentives for expanding manufacturing capacity. 

Steps 3 through 6 have been automated 
analysis program and a comprehensive 
materials and the materials industry. 

by developing 
data base of 

a computerized 
information on 

The analysis program is known as the Critical Materials Assessment 
Program (CMAP) and its functions are those enclosed by the dashed line 
in Figure 6. CMAP can accumulate all requirements for a given material 
regardless of the ultimate usage of that material in a system. It can 
give the bulk and raw constituents of a material; calculate the impacts 
of a system's materials requirements relative to worldwide availability, 
source, demand, etc.; screen out materials that are of no concern; and 
identify those that are of concern. CMAP program operation is further 
described in Appendix A. 

The data base currently contains about 2000 data entries covering more 
than 260 materials. Bulk material information includes estimates of 
present and future U.S. and world consumption, prices, U.S. imports, and 
dominant non-U.S. suppliers. Information on raw materials includes the 
same kind of data plus estimates on U.S. and world reserves and 
resources. 

The information base also includes data on the consumption of primary 
(including by-products) and secondary materials required to produce each 
unit of standard bulk material. 

Well over 100 information sources have been employed. The sources 
include many government publications, technical handbooks, special 
reports, technical papers, trade association and technical as
sociation data, journal articles and the like. Where no secondary 
source data are available, information has been obtained directly from 
producers. All data entries are referenced for further examination when 
necessary. A partial listing of references used is included in the 
reference list at the end of this report (5-25). 
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In short, the methodology contains a data base on most of the materials 
information planners and designers of systems will need, and the means 
for rapidly manipulating the information toward the desired end. Any 
information on materials which is not already contained in the data base 
can easily be added as required. This information then becomes part of 
the data base and is available to future users. 

USE OF THE METHODOLOGY 

We can best see how the methodology is applied by considering some of 
the actual applications to date. Results for application to two systems 
will be discussed - Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings (SHACOB) and 
the Satellite Power System. SHACOB will be discussed first because the 
scenario studied represents a much smaller scale program than the SPS, 
and thus it is more amenable to a brief review of overall results. The 
SPS will then be discussed and emphasis will be placed on one SPS prob
lem material -- to provide an example of the type of followup analysis 
that is required when materials problems are identified. 

Solar Heating and Cooling of Buildings (SHACOB)(2) 

The "scenario" studied was a system comprised of equal mixtures of nine 
SHACOB systems (defined in Appendix B) using a total of 500 million 
square meters of collectors. Such a system would have a heat-producing 
capacity of about O. 7 Quad (1ol5 Btu). Construction was assumed to 
begin in 1985, to end in 2000, and to follow an exponential growth 
curve, with a maximum growth rate in any one year of about 15 percent. 

The bulk and raw materials analysis and screening results from a CHAP 
analysis of this system are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. ,. 
Eleven bulk materials, flagged* with asterisks in Table 1, exceeded 
one or more of two screening criteria: 

• More than 50 percent of the supply comes as a by-product 
whose production is limited by the production of the 
principal product 

• More than 50 percent of the U.S. supply is imported. 

*The Computer program flags those materials 'Which exceed preestablished 
threshold levels. The threshold values shown in Tables 1 and 2 were 
selected on the basis of judgment and experience. A detailed ex
planation of the key screening factors and their threshold levels is 
contained in Appendix A. 
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TABLE 1. SHA COB BULK MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS(3) 

(CMAP PRINTOUT) 

-------
WORL£1 

MATERIAL PEP.CENT PRODUCT J O•i SOLA~' S % '· FROM COST PER NET 
FACTORS USAGE SUPPL! ED AS GROW1H RATE OF ~~OP.L D LARGEST UNIT ~Er:UNl 

MT. BY pq:.JDUCT 1976-200'.l corisu~~f 11 ori COU'lTr-Y OUTP:.JT lM' (.CT[) 

THRESHOLD LEVELS 50. 10. '.1:/YR 10. 35. 15. 50. 

MATERIALS 

ALUMINUM 1847663. 0. 7. 0. 13. 5. 9. 
ANTIMONY 195. BO. * 5. 0. 22. 0. 54. * 
ASBESTOS 6258. 0. 3. 0. 31. o. BS. * 
BROMINE 10823. 10. 6. o. 9. 0. 0. 
CADMIUM 502. 100. • 4. 0. 17. o. 64. * 
CARBON BLACK 46379. 0. 2. 0. 12. 0. 0. 
CEMENT 21805448. 0. 3. o. 18. 2. 4. 
CHROMIUM 791. o. 3. 0. 28. o. 89. • 
COPPER 1555843. 1. 6. 1. 13. 6. 12. 
GLASS, FIBER 949241. o. 7. 4. 5. 1. 2. 
GLASS , SODA LIM 6!;61600. 0. 3. 5. 5. 4. l. 
GYPSUM 3127. 5. 3. 0. 10. o. 35. 
IRON, STEEL 19260778. 1. 3. 0. 16. 1 :. 1 o. 
LEAD 9204. 13. 5. 0. 12. 0. 15. 
LITHIUM 946. 4. 7. 1. 2. o. 0. 
MAGNESIUM 706. 1. 6. 0. 27. 0. o. 
FERROMANGA~IESE 116361. o. 2. o. 22. o. 98. • 
MERCURY 36. 2. 3. 0. 18. o. 62 .• 
NICKEL 829. 7. 3. 0. 33. o. 70 .• 
SAND & GRAVEL 7229 3480. 0. 4. 0. 10. o. o. 
STONE 88702888. 0. 3. 0. 3. o. 0. 
SI LI C.O~ 2699. 0. 3. 0. 12. 0. 11. 
SILVER 717. 70 .• 4. 0. 14. 0. !'O. • 
TIN 15096. I 2. 1. 28. 1. 85 .• 
WATER 37416652. 0. 3. o. 5. 0. 0. 
ZINC 455758. 25. 3. 1. 20. 1. 59 ... 
STAINLESS STEEL 10719. o. 3. 0. 30. (', 15. 
ALKYD RESIN 9725. 0. 7. 0. 5. 0. 1. 
GLUE, PHEN:lL, FOR 16298. 0. 7. o. 5. 0. 5 . 
LUMBER,SOFrnODD 2186235. 0. • 4. 0. 20. o. 12. 
PHENOL! C RES l N 26466. 0. 7. 0. 13. 0. 1. 
PVC PLASTIC 25032. 0. 7. 0. 19. 0. 1. 
RUBBER, SBR 51988. o. 6. 0. 14. 0. 4. 
SILICONES 64505. 0. 7. 2. 5. 1. 1. 
TEFLON 16803. 0. 7. 3. 10. o. 8. 
NYLON 1606. 0. 7. o. 20. o. 2. 
COTTON FI srns 728. 0. 3. 0. 16. 0. 1. 
KRAFT FIBERS 31?. 0. 3. 0. 10. 0. 15. 
URETHANE 136922. 0. 7. 1. 5. 7. 5. 
ASPHALT 150&20. 0. 3. 0. 5. 0. 0. 
NEOPRENE 113014. 0. 3. 3. 5. 1. 6. 
ETHYLENE GLYCOL 246542. 0. 7. o. 5. 1. i. 
POLYETHYLENE 488. 0. 7. 0. 14. 0. 1. 
POLYVINYL FLUOR 8347. 0. 7. 2. 5. l. 5. 
EPDM RUBBUl 2977. 0. 7. o. 5. 0. 5. 
PAINT THINNER 10/Jl . 0. 3. 0. 5. 0. 5. 
SODIUM DICHROMA 8447. 0. 3. o. 5. 0. 1. 
POLYCARBONATE 8347. 0. 7. 0. 10. 0. 1. 
POLYPROPYLENE G 115556. 0. 7. 1. 18. 0. o. 
VITREOUS ENAMEL 3'3341. 0. 7. 0. 10. 0. 0 

Note: MT = metric tons 

* = threshold exceeded 
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TABLE 2. SHACOB RAW MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS( 3) 
(CMAP PRINTOUT) 

~Aw~O"!i~M.(x-& rDRci~li'."s~w c -r;r- ---;- ~ .. -J~~ro--· -:~-i·:C~L-i: 0 
- - _____ """'.....,..-~ ·-- -

~ !.J. s. P!\'. :)t ".;1 •.:; 
MAHRIAl PRCiJ:JCTN SO~AR JN RESlRVfS RESOL'OCfS Lt~'.051 RESEl'VES RcS(;jkCfS COSTS I" ., Pr'·~en 

fAC:lORS U~MGL GRDriTii 0~£ YEkR C:Of6U1.-".CD ""'••l'"••••l'"r. l...V!•.:J\. "•\.LJ cou~~·rv co~~SU .. '1£D C'J;,s:_•r,~~ D ~/::., o~ zt~: :F'T~D 

{lO:)Ci'~) RAT[ WORLD BY _;'Q_(~ ~y 2u9C_ NIJ~~-~~- MUOD(L so~g_ ---- ----------
THR[ShOL~ LEVELS 7 'J./Yr 10. 400. 300. !iO. 30J. 200. 15. :.v_ 

--- ----
f'.ATfRIA~ 

AllTIMl)t;Y ORE 20. 5. 0. 1218 .• 1129 .... 22. 75. 64. o. 54. • 
ASBESTOS 7. 3. 0. 539 .• 28. 31. 190. 129. 0. BS. • 
BAUXlTE 9779. 5. 1. 2235.• 298. 31. 14. 9. 0. 91. • 
BOkAH 237. 5. 1. 11. 0 50. 10. 0. 0. 3. 
BUTANE 59. 1. o. 20. 2. 23. 12. 1. 0. 5. 
CHRm;nE 19. 3. o. 3351.* 424 .... 23. 17. 4. 0. !::9. . 
CLAYS 3376. 2. 0. o. 0. 12. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
COAL 31100. l. 0. 6. l. 7. 13. 1. 1. 0. 
COAL BITUM/LIGHT 17666. 1. o. 6. 1. 7. 13. 1. l. 0. 
COPPER ORE 342711. 6. 1. 1002." 439 .... 13. 85. 25. 2. 12. 
FELDSPAR 628. 3. 1. 5. 0. 8. 13. 0. 0. 0. 
FLUORSPAR 325. 5. 0. 704.* 151. 19. 200. 120. c. 79. . 
GYPS LIM 1051. 3. 0. 175. 0. 10. 11. 0. 0. 35. 
IRON ORE 112468. 5. 0. 56. 7. 27. 15. 6. 0. n. 
LEAD OR[ 609. 3. o. 77. 38. 12. 126. 13. 0. 15. 
LITHIUM ORE 407. 7.* 1. 53. 19. 24. 49. 17. 0. 0. 
W.NGA'lESE uRE 657. 3. o. 100. 4. 22. 6. 11. 0. 9~. • 
MERCURY l. 1. 0. 384. 573.* 18. 13. 36. 0. 62 ... 
NATURAL GAS 2628. 5. 0. 245. 277. 23. 93. 9. 0. 5. 
HICKEL ORE 169. 3. o. 4431 .• 5317.'* 33. 54. 23. 0. 7iJ ... 
NITROGEN, FIXED c. 4. o. 0. o. 5. 0. 0. 0. 10. 
OXYGEN 38. 4. 0. o. 0. 22. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
PET ROLE UH ~976. 3. J. 562 ... 210. 18. 110. 36. o. 39. 
SALT 11724. 6. o. 0. o. 18. o. 0. 1. 7. 
SAND/GRA~·r: 78555. 4. c. 0. 0. 6. o. 0. 0. 0 . 
SILVER c.;F 5111. 4. 0. 373. 99. 14. 208. 56. 0. SD. • 
SOCJJU-. NITRATE 1. 4. 0. o. 0. 16. 0. 0. 0. 1. 
STONE 88703. 3. 0. o. 0. 3. 0. 0. o. 0. 
SULFUR 512. 3. 0. 93. 1. 14. 90. 0. o. 0. 
TIN ORE 15:l963. 2. 1. 4369 ... 1311 ... 28. 73. 20. 0. BS.'* 
ZINC ORE 8217. o. 1. 148. 34. 20. 154. 8. 0. 59.'* 
COTTON 1. 2. o. 0. o. 16. o. o. o. 1. 
FLAX SHO 55. 1. o. 0. 0. 25. o. 0. 0. 20. 
hlLK BY-PRODUCTS 1. 3. 0. 0. 0. 20. 0. o. o. 1. 
LUMBER 220S. 1. o. o. o. 12. o. 0. 1. 18. 
SEA WATER 173723. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. o. o. 0. 0. 
SOYBEAN 28. 3. o. o. 0. 12. o. 0. 0. 0. 
WATER 97680. 3. o. 17. 2. 5. 3. 0. o. 0. 
WHEAT 5. 3. 0. 0. 0. 10. 0. 0. o. 0. 
MISC. 763. 0. 0. o. o. o. o. o. 1. 0. 
STEAM 71634. 5. 0. 1. o. 10. 0. 0. o. 0. 
LIMESTOrlE 51586. 3. 2. 0. 0. 20. o. o. o. 2. 
COAL, BY-PROD 209934. 1. 1. 6. 1. 7. 13. 1 . o. 0. 
ELECTRICITY 1107392. 3. o. o. o. 0. o. o. 0. 0. 
COAL BY-PROuUCT z 81053. 1. 0. 6. 1. 7. 13. 1. 0. 0. 

PETROLEUM BY-PRO 7682. 3. o. 563.* 210. 18, 110. 36. o. 39. 

Note: MT = metric tons 
* = threshold exceeded 
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Analysis, however, showed that these flagged materials pose no supply 
problem. In all cases, consumption for SHACOB use is only a small part 
of world consumption and constitutes only a small part of the system's 
total cost. Since consumption for solar use is low, these materials 
should be available in the quantities required for solar energy systems 
even if the total U.S. supply is limited by cartels, political action, 
or reductions in production. If the supply of a particular material is 
limited and competition for it increases, prices will probably go up. 
But even then, a large price increase would be required to place the 
material's cost contribution to the system's total cost at an unaccep
table level and force the use of substitutes. 

The same type of reasoning was used in classifying the 14 raw materials 
flagged in Table 2. One criterion was the same as those just 
discussed--net percent imported. Again, the effect is minimal because 
the usage and costs of these raw materials are low. 

Three other raw materials criteria were flagged for one or more mate
rials in the SHACOB application: 

• More than 400* percent of U.S. reserves consumed by the year 
2000 

• More than 300* percent of U.S. resources consumed by the 
year 2000 

• More than 7 percent increase required in world production 
growth rate. 

Exceeding the criteria for U.S. reserves and resources means either that 
more of the raw material will be imported in the future or that U.S. 
reserves and resources will have to increase. Historically, reserves 
and resources have generally increased with time due to continued ex
ploration, development, and improved technology or higher prices which 
shift previously uneconomic deposits into the reserve category. Whether 
or not U.S. reserves and resources increase, the raw materials will be 
available worldwide in sufficient amounts since the criteria for world 
reserves and resources were not exceeded. Again, supply disruptions 
will have little effect because the usage and costs of these materials 
for the SHACOB system are small. Appendix C contains additional details 
on reserves and resources. 

Only one material--lithium ore--had a required world production growth 
rate that exceeded the 7 percent threshold level. Once again, however, 
the small requirement for this material in the SHACOB system will be 
satisfied even if world production does not meet demand. Even with 
higher prices resulting from demand exceeding supply, lithium costs will 
remain a very small part of the sy&tem's total costs. 

*See Appendix C for explanation of these values. 
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In summary, barring extreme shifts in the current pattern of supply, 
none of the SHACOB bulk or raw material demands of the scenario studied 
appear to be cause for significant concern. 

Satellite Power System 

The methodology was also applied to the Satellite Power System mentioned 
earlier. The scenario studied assumed a total of 60 satellites, each 
rated at 5 gigawatts of output to the utility d~stribution system. In 
the scenario, the first two satellites are scheduled' to be operational 
in the year 2000. Two more will be completed each year through 2029, 
providing the full 300-gigawatt (60-satellite) operational system. 

The major components of SPS are: 

• Launch vehicles for transporting cargo and personnel into 
low-earth orbit (LEO) 

• Facilities and equipment, in LEO for fabricating and 
assembling satellites and support facilities 

• Vehicles for transferring cargo and personnel into 
geosynchronous orbit (GEO) 

• Facilities for constructing and operating the satellites in 
GEO 

• Satellites consisting of photovoltaic arrays 

• llicrowave power transmission equipment 

• Ground antennas for receiving microwave transmissions and 
equipment for conversion and utility interfacing. 

A systems definition of the SPS may be found in "Satellite Power System 
Concept Development and Evaluation Program" (Reference System 
Report). (26) An excellent description of the SPS is contained in a 
paper by Christopher C. Kraft, Jr.(27) Figure 7 is an artist's sketch 
of one SPS satellite and a ground-receiving antenna. 

Materials assessments were carried out for two alternative SPS systems. 
One system was based on silicon photovoltaic solar cells and the other 
on gallium arsenide cells. Tables 3 and 4 show the bulk and raw mate
rial analysis and screening results for the 295-gigawatt operational 
silicon system* (requirements for the first 5-gigawatt developmental 
system are omitted because they are atypical of the requirements for the 

*Similar data for the gallium arsenide system are shown in Appendix D. 
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remaining 295 gigawatts of output). The data include the materials re
quired for the satellites, four separate transportation systems, and 
construction of assembly facilities both in low-earth orbit and geosyn
chronous orbit. They also include materials for construe tion of the 
ground-based antenna system which will collect and convert SPS output. 

Several materials are seen to exceed threshold criteria (a few exceed 
two or more criteria), calling for further study. The following brief 
discussion considers some implications of these data and possible 
remedial strategies for one material--graphite fiber. 

Under current thinking, graphite fiber reinforced thermoplastic (GFRTP) 
will be the basic structural load-bearing material for the SPS satel
lite, as well as for the construction facilities in space. GFRTP is 
here assumed to be about 60 percent graphite fiber and 40 percent poly
sulfone thermoplastic. The graphite fiber is most commonly produced 
from polyacrylonitrile (PAN) fiber. 

Based on information contained in the data base, the CMAP screening pro
gram produced the following total requirements* for these principal 
bulk materials for the 295-gigawatt system: 

Graphite Fiber 
PAN Fiber 
Polysulfone 

225,000 metric tons 
508,000 metric tons 
150,000 metric tons 

*Slight differences between the requirements listed here and the 
quantities shown in Table 3 are due to the system's other minor 
requirements for these materials. 
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TABLE 3. BULK MATERIALS REQUIREMENTS - 295-GIGAWATT-SILICON 
OPTION (CMAP PRINTOUT) 

SOU.II SCENAA lO: 
IWTllODUCTlO!i YEAll- 2000 
CUMULATIVE CAPACITY 2029- 29.S. GW 

llJLlt PERCENT PIODnl KAI% % FROM PIESEllT 
FACTORS MATERIAL SUPPLY Cll.OVTH SYSTEM OllE COSTS 

USAGE AS RATE 1 YEAR NATION IN llET % 
MT. BY-PROD 199)+ WORLD NOii-US $/!CW l!U'OltT ----

TllllESHOLD LEVELS- so. 10.% JO. 35. so. so. 
ALU11INUM 8478S87. o. 7. o. 13. 34. 9. 
ALUl1IliUl1 OXIDE 23877. o. 7. o. ll. o. 9. 
A.'!!'!O!ilA 270773. o. J. o. s. o. 1. 
ARGON 55J.s53. 100.* s. 1. 25. o. o. 
ARSENIC 238. 100.* 3. o. 23. o. 39. 
AllSE!iIC TRIOXIDE 334. 100.* 3. o. 23. o. 39. 
BOii.Oii OXIDE 144398. 20. J. o. 39.• o. o. 
CAllJION DIOXIDE 54338. 100.* 3. o. s. o. o. 
CAUSTIC SODA 1323000. o. J. o. s. 1. 1. 
CEM£HT 1098S800. o. J. o. 18. 2. '· CHLORINE 167629. o. J. o. s. o. 1. 
COAL, BITUl1INOUS 48702. o. 2. o. 20. o. 10. 
cou: 34196.Sl 1. o. 3. o. 10. 10. 1. 
COPPER 40SS07. 1. 6. o. ll. 2. 12. 
El.ECTlllCITI (Dll!) 1391.1!+9 o. 7. o. o. 141.• o. 
El.ECTllODES 472628. o. 4. i. 10. J. 1. 
FEIUlOtWIGAHESE 974056. o. J. o. 22. 1. 91.• 
FEUOSILID>N 18.S.Sl. o. 3. o. 10. o. JS. 
FERROUS SCRAP, PURCHASED 21677632. o. J. o. 10. 6. o. 
FLUOllSPAll 644614. o. 5. o. 19. o. 79.• 
GALLIUM 224. 100.• 7. 13.• 40.• 1. ss.• 
CALLIVM ARSENIDE {DEP) 413. o. 8. 14.• 10. J. o. 
CLASS, BOROSILIC 1136989. o. 6. 12.• s. J. 1. 
GRAPHITE FIBER, SYNTHETIC 225650. o. 30.• s2.• 35.* 44. o. 
HELIU11 21. 100.• J. o. s. o. o. 
HYDROCHLORIC ACID 8398592. 92.* 4. 1. s. 6. 2. 
HYDROGEN 3886409. 40. 6. o. 10. 8. o. 
LIME 5737983. o. 3. o. 20. 1. 2. 
LIQUID FUELS 3274403. o. 3. o. 18. l. 39. 
MAGNESIUM 2268. 1. 6. o. 27. o. o. 
MERCURY 5251. 2. 1. 2. 18. o. 62.• 
110LYBDENUM 118. 42. s. o. 17. o. o. 
NATURAL GAS REFINED 19222171. o. s. o. 23. 6. s. 
NITRIC ACID 143. o. 3. o. 32. o. I. 
OXYGEN, GASEOUS 86757637. o. s. 3. 21. 6. o. 
OXYGEN, LIQUID 86754070. o. s. 7. 21. 5. o. 
PETROLEUM COXE 5209156. 100.* 3. o. 15. l. o. 
PITCH-IN-TAil 2780508. o. 4. 6. s. o. s. 
POLYACRYLONITE FIBER 507712. o. 3. o. 18. 3. J. 
POLYSULFOllE 150049. o. 8. 5. 5. 2. s. 
SANI> ' GRAVEL 22810692. o. 4. o. 10. o. o. 
SILICA FIBER 18131. o. 46.* 88.* o. 18. 4. 
SILICON (KET) 2093584. o. 3. l. 12. 8. 11. 
SIL!CO!i (SEC) 466277. o. 22.• 11.• 10. 95.• o. 
SILVER 2183. 70.* '· o. 14. 1. so.• 
SODIU11 CARBONATE 42598. o. o. o. 10. o. o. 
STAillLESS STEEL 337657. o. 4. o. 30. 2. 15. 
STUM 399.E-+f> 1. 3. o. 10. 6. o. 
STEEL 4 lllON 88212855. 1. 3. o. 16. 99.• 7. 
STONE, CRUSHED 4 SIZED 44727900. o. 3. o. 3. o. o. 
SULFUR 1419127. 31. 3. o. 14, o. o. 
SULFURIC ACID 4212811. 20. 3. o. 14. 1. o. 
TITAKIUl1 7316. o. 6. o. 39.• o. 8. 
TUNCSTEK 38114. 10. 3. 2. 7. 4. 54.• 
ZINC 480. 25. 2. o. 20. o. 59.• 
• BENZENE. 245480 • o. s. o. 16. o. 1. 
• PROPYLENE. 670353 • 25. 5. o. 14. o. o. 
(MISC. BULK MATERIALS) 4947962. 

Note: + • Beginning in 1995 

* • tbreshold exceeded 

HT • Metric toll• 
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TABLE 4. RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLAR POWER 
SATELLITE OPERATIONAL SYSTEM (SILICON) 

SOLA.Jl SCENARIO: 
INTP.ODUCTION YEAR- 2000 
CUMULATIVE CAPACITY 2029- 295. GW 

%Pl.I> Mill %US tus %FR.M %WORLD %WORLD 
RAW GllOW SYST RESERV RESO!TR ONE RESERV RESOUR PRSNT 

FACTORS MATERIAL I.ATE ONE CONSUM CONSUM NAT CONSUM CONSUM COSTS 
USAGE Fl.OM YEAR BY BY NON- BY BY DI NET% 

(lOOOMT) 1995twlu.D 2029 2029 us 2029 2029 $/KW IHPT ------------
THRESHOLD LEVELS- 7. 10. 400. 300. 60. 300. 200. so. so. --- -- - --- --- -- ---- --
BAUXITE 39903. 5. o. 19125.• 2588.* 31. 89. 58. 2. 91.• 
BAUXITE, BY PROD 11213. s. o. 19055.• 2579.• 31. 89. 58. o. 91.* 
BORON OXIDE 144. 3. o. 120. 30. 39. 64. 16. o. o. 
CHJ.OKITE 2.59. 3. o. 100. 3852.* 28. 399.• 6. o. 89.• 
CLAYS 1582. z. o. o. o. 12. o. O.· o. o. 
COAL, BI'I'l.JMINOUS 771721. 2. 1. 25. 3. 7. 26. 2. 40. o. 
COPPER BYPROD. 1. 4. o. 299. 68. 13. 316.* 77. o. 12. 
COPPER OtlE 57931. 4. o. 299. 68. 13. 31&.• 77. o. 12. 
FLUORSPAR ORE 1960. 5. o. 6814.• 1143.• 19. 1402.* 769.* o. 79.* 
GYPSUM, CRUDE 527. 2. o. 618.* o. 10. 373.* o. o. 35. 
IRON ORE 142905. s. o. 131. 21. 27. 84. 27. 1. 29. 
LIMESTONE 46143. 3. o. o. o. 20. o. o. s. 2. 
MANGANESE ORE 2143. 3. o. 100. 25. 22. 52. 26. 1. 98.* 
MEllC!TRY ORE 181. 1. 2. 643.* 291. 18. 280. 83. o. 62.* 
MOLYBDENUM ORE 39. s. o. 198. 43. 17. 225. 65. 1. o. 
NATURAL GAS 47425. s. o. 698.* 163. 23. 501.* 50. 15. 5. 
NICKEL ORE 2836. 2. o. 11578.* 30. 33. 160. 67. o. 70.* 
PETB.OLEUK 329090. 2. o. 2327.• 761.* 18. 343.* 113. 81.• 39. 
RUTILE (CONC.) 16. 5. o. 60S.• 199. 98.* 53. 42. o. 98.* 
SALT 6767. 6. o. o. o. 18. o. o. 1. 7. 
SAND • GllAVEL 9252. 4. o. o. o. 6. o. o. o. o. 
SILVER ORE 3122. 4. o. 921.* 244. 14. 990.* 266.• o. so.• 
SODA ASll (NAT.) 112. s. o. 4. 2. 2. 3. 1. o. o. 
STONE 44728. 3. o. o. o. 3. o. o. o. o. 
SULFUR ORE 1419. 3. o. 726.* 236. 14. 417.• 131. o. o. 
TIMBER, LUHBEI 2146. 1. o. o. o. 12. o. o. 1. 18. 
TUNGSTEN OU 6365. 3. 2. 1441.* 414.* 21. 275. 96. 1. 54.• 
WATER, SEAWATER 1635. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. o. 
ZINC ORE 11. 3. o. 672.* 403.* 20. 436.* 282.* o. 59.• 

Note: + • Beginning in 1995 

* • lbreshold exceeded 

MT • Metric tons 
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For the first operational year, 7o00 metric tons of 
5100 metric tons of polysulfone will be required. 
7600 metric tons of graphite fiber will require about 
of PAN fiber. 

graphite fiber and 
Production of the 
17,200 metric tons 

The next step was to examine the requirements 
to produce graphite fiber and polysulfone. 
approximately as shown in Figure 8. 

for constituent materials 
These relationships are 

POL YSULFONE 

CONSTITUENTS OF GRAPHITE FIBER 
REINFORCED THERMOPLASTIC 

GFRTP 

FIGURE 8. CONSTITUENTS OF GRAPHITE FIBER AND POLYSULFONE 

In the CMAP screening analysis, none of these materials exceeded the 
criteria, as shown in Table 5. 

TABLE 5. CONSTITUENT MATERIALS FOR PAN FIBER AND POLYSULFONE 

BULK PERCENT WORLD MAX % % FROM PRESl:~T 

MATERIAL SUPCLY PRCDTN SYSTEM ONE COSTS 
USAGE AS GRO\..'TH l YEAR NATION IN NET /. 

MT.** Il':-PROD RATE WORLD NON-lJS _§1~~-- I~!POR1 

--------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------
Threshold 50. 10.% 10. 35. 50. so. 
Levels --------- ------- ------ ------ ------ ------- ------
Ammonia 271,000 0 3.0 0 5.0 0 1. 0 

Propylene 670,000 25.0 5.0 0 14.0 0 0 

Benzene 245,000 0 5.0 0 16.0 0 1. 0 

Chlorine 168,000 0 3.0 0 5.0 0 1. 0 

Sulfuric Acid 4,213,000 20.0 3.0 0 14.0 1. 0 0 

*These materials are also required in the production of ~ materials 
for SPS. They are very common processing materials. 

**HT -Metric tons. 
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Consequently, the major uncertainty connected with GFRTP is the capacity 
to manufacture graphite fiber. For that reason, the analysis turned to 
a closer inspection of the graphite fiber data base and the underlying 
technology. 

Much of the future growth for carbon/ graphite ( C/G) fiber is based on 
its prospective widespread use in plastic composites by the automobile 
industry. If these prospects are realized, a growth rate of about 15 
percent per year is expected over the next 10 to 20 years. If not, the 
growth in production of C/G fiber may be relatively slow--perhaps 3 to 5 
percent per year. If the high growth rate prevails, a very substantial 
increase in U.S. and world production capacity will be necessary. (Cur
rently, one U.S. producer is building an 360 mt/yr plant. The plant is 
based on Japanese-licensed PAN technology). 

Figure 9 illustrates that, to meet SPS demands in the year 2000, the C/G 
fiber industry's production will need to increase 30 percent per year 
(assuming that the automobile industry will make widespread use of C/G 
fiber). We also can calculate that, beginning in the year 2000, SPS 
would consume 52 percent of world production--a market/price position of 
serious concern. 
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This analysis is still incomplete in that it deals with the aggregate of 
all C/G fiber. It also assumes that all fiber is produced from PAN, 
which is the current trend. Planners and designers need to undertake a 
more detailed analysis in considering the ramifications of a new 
syste~'s impact on materials' supply and demand, such as that described 
in the following paragraphs. 

Carbon/graphite fiber technology is cocplex. The fiber is currently 
produced from one of three materials, PAN (the most common), viscose 
rayon, or pitch (used in a developmental process). There are many 
grades and specifications of each of these precursor materials. For 
certain very demanding aerospace structural applications, a fiber with 
high elastic modulus (over 50,000,000 psi) may be specified. 

Both PAN and rayon fibers are based on plentiful constituent materials 
(ar.unonia and propylene for PAN and wood pulp for rayon) and, therefore, 
there is no concern over their raw material requirements. However, U.S. 
production of these special fibers is currently very limited. 

Current thinking indicates that the GFRTP in the SPS system will incor
porate high-modulus graphite fiber using a rayon precursor. Although 
high-modulus graphite yarns can be made from both PAN and rayon, the 
rayon-based graphite yarns reportedly have lower density, lower thermal 
conductivity, and lower coefficients of thermal expansion. These quali
ties might make them the preferred technical candidates for SPS 
structures. 

In 1977, the U.S. production capacity for this special rayon was about 
13,000 to 14,000 metric tons. However, the production capacity for 
high-modulus, continuous C/G fiber yarn based on this type of rayon was 
only about 3 metric tons, and that by a single manufacturer. And, the 
continued operation of even that one plant is reportedly uncertain. 

Furthermore, the production yield for rayon-based graphite fiber is only 
about 20 percent. Thus, the current capacity of 14,000 metric tons of 
rayon would produce only 2800 metric tons of graphite yarn annually-
about 37 percent of the SPS requirements for the year 2000. 

And finally, these high-modulus, rayon-based C/G fibers cost from $660 
to $990 per kg, whereas the current price used in the data base 
($57.20/kg) is an average for all types of graphite fiber. Hence, to 
consider the optinum final material, the screening factor "present costs 
in $/K!W" should increase at least 10 times, from $44/KW to about 
$440/KW. This would be the highest material cost contribution in the 
system. 

It is apparent, then, that further detailed analysis and planning of 
graphite fiber use is needed if SPS requirements are to be met. First, 
a decision must be made as to which kind of fiber will be needed. Fol
lowing that, various options for achieving the required quantities can 
be explored. R&D might be launched, for example, to develop better, 
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less costly methods of producing large quantities of C/G fiber. Pro
curement of growing quantities of precursor fiber for finished C/G fiber 
in advance of actual need could provide the necessary incentive for the 
industry to expand its capacity. (This avenue raises another question, 
however, of preventing deterioration of the precursor fiber while in 
storage.) Other expansion incentives could be explored. The impact of 
substituting other materials for GFRTP will need continuing study. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Experience with the materials assessment methodology has demonstrated 
its potential value to policy makers, planners, and designers. For the 
first time, materials analyses of competing systems and designs are 
possible on a truly comparative basis, since they can all be performed 
using the same data base. This should eliminate barriers that currently 
exist solely because we've been forced to compare "apples to oranges". 
Communications breakdowns can be avoided. Further, the methodology 
enables (and actually encourages) "what-if" analyses since it makes 
them--again for the first time--relatively easy to perform. This factor 
alone can ensure more efficient, more effective, less costly systems. 

To summarize the benefits, use of the methodology will: 

• Provide a better basis for decision-making 

• Hinimize uncertainties regarding materials availability 

• Provide lead time if R&D or major expansions of 
manufacturing capacity prove necessary 

• Save time and money 

• Guide decisions as to the timing and ultimate size of new 
systems 

• Raise the success probability of major new systems ventures. 
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APPENDIX A 

CMAP SCREENING PROCESS 

CMAP Program Operation 

CMAP performs three principal functions: (1) calculation of total 
materials requirements; (2) determination (for each material) of a set 
of parameters that characterize the materials' demand impact; and, (3) 
comparison of the parameter values so determined with certain "thres
hold" values for those parameters, which, when exceeded, signify poten
tial problems. When threshold values are exceeded, "flags" are set on 
the output printout that call attention to the potential problem. 

Figure A-1(1) depicts CMAP program operation. To facilitate and 
increase the flexibility of analyses, CMAP has been made interactive. 
This means that input data can be changed while cases are being ex
amined. Thus, the top blocks of user-supplied impact can be changed to 
analyze desired case variations (e.g. different scenarios) and/or to 
iterate based on results. The botton left blocks contain the baseline 
system design characterization (material requirements) and the materials 

USER SUPPLIED INPUT SCREENING SYSITM SCREENlt-11 RESULTS .---------. r----------~ r--------. 
I I DEVELOPMENT I I BUU< AND RAW I I MATERIAL CONSUMPTION I SCENARIOS • ~ MAilRIAJ.SREOOIRfMfNTS ~ OVERTll.~ 
', DESIGN CHANCES I ', '1 EVAWATION OF MATERIALS I 1, POTENTIAL PROBLEMS 

ON EACH FACTOR IDENTIFIED 

', THRESHOLD l!VELS I ', I l L _________ J 
APPLICATION OF THRESHOLD 

L----------' I LIMITS TO IDENTIFY I 
I POTENTIAL PROBLEMS I 

r SO~~~~l~S_E~..!_A~lpJl __________ J 
SYSTEM DESIGN 

CHARACTERIZATION 

Et«; IN£ER lt-11 TO BUU< 
COINERS ION MATRIX 

BUUC TO RAW 
CONVERSION MATRIX 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I BULK MATERIALS DATA I I 
I RAW MATERIALS DATA I I 

L _________ _J 

FIGURE A-1. SCREENING SYSTEM(!) 
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data base which are entered by card deck. These data cannot be changed 
interactively, but can be updated periodically as needed. 

Calculation of materials requirements begins with the system materials 
list. Total amounts of the materials on that list required to support a 
specified program scenario are calculated. Then, using information 
stored in the materials data base, production processes required to 
produce those materials are analyzed to determine secondary bulk mater
ial and raw material requirements. 

Once total materials demand has been established attention turns to the 
material parameters and threshold values on which the screening is 
based. Since the parameters of interest and threshold values differ 
somewhat for bulk and raw materials, the screening of these two types of 
materials is done separately (separate output printouts are produced). 

Before proceeding with a general discussion of the screening process, a 
few additional words regarding the threshold values used are in order. 
One of the parameters of interest for bulk materials is the production 
growth rate required to meet the demand of the SPS and all other 
industries (retrievable from the materials data base). The thres
hold value for this parameter is currently set at 10% per year. Thus, 
if the required growth rate exceeds 10% a flag is set on the printout 
signifying that a potential production capacity problem exists. If the 
material in question has a relatively small production base (e.g. graph
ite reinforced thermoplastic) then a 10% growth rate might not be diffi
cult to achieve. However, if the material in question already has a 
large production base (e.g. aluminum) then a 10% growth rate would re
present an enormous requirement for additional capital, labor, facili
ties, etc., and a definite problem exists. 

Thus, in reality, an accurate "threshold value" for a given parameter 
might be different for each material considered. However, any attempt 
to incorporate this reality into CMAP would make the automated screening 
intractable and defeat its entire purpose. Therefore a single threshold 
value is postulated for each parameter--a value, based on Battelle's ex
perience, that is representative and generally conservative for the 
majority of materials. These threshold values are not intended to be 
absolute measures of material criticality, but merely indicators that 
can speed and simplify the analysis of results. The responsibility for 
accurately interpreting those results properly remains the task of the 
experienced analyst. 

Bulk Materials Screening Parameters and Thresholds 

The parameters of interest for bulk materials are listed below. 
parameters are determined for each material required. 

These 

• Percent of the material which is produced as a by-product of 
another material production process 
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• World production growth rate (per year) required to meet SPS 
and all other projected demands 

• Maximum percent demand (in any given year) of the SPS as a 
portion of total world demand 

• Percent of the world production attributable to a single 
foreign source 

• Material purchase cost contribution to SPS power installed, 
$/KW 

• Net percent of U.S. material consunption that is imported 
(from all foreign sources). 

In the following paragraphs these parameters are 
rationale for assessing criticality is developed, and 
threshold values are identified. 

discussed, the 
currently qsed 

Percent Supplied as By-Product. The threshold value is set here at 50 
percent. The frequent implication that by-product dependence is con
straining is often misleading. Materials sometimes considered today as 
by-products may be viewed at other times as co-products or even primary 
products depending upon supply/demand and market/price conditions. 
Hence the term by-product material should not necessarily be viewed as a 
"low-cost" or an "undesirable" material production consequence of a 
process stream. The economics of many extractive and manufacturing 
processes are highly dependent upon by-product/co-product recovery. 
That economic dependence or leverage frequently becomes important in as
sessing criticality of the material. However, where economic dependence 
is not present, only strong demand and attractive market prices will 
bring forth the capital investment required to recover the amounts of 
the by-product material needed. 

Growing demand for the primary product is of basic importance to sus
taining given levels of by-product production. If the system re
quirements for the by-product material are small, or if the market is 
"glutted", even declinlng primary material production levels can main
tain adequate by-product supplies. 

World Production Growth Rate. The threshold value here is 10 percent. 
Many small volume or new materials can readily maintain a 10 percent an
nual rate of growth. However large volume, capital intensive com
modities would have great difficulty in sustaining such a growth rate. 
Therefore any growth rate over 5 percent for high volume commodity 
materials, raw or bulk, should also be reviewed. 

Maximum Percent System Demand, One Year World. This threshold is set at 
10 percent. This figure represents the system's market impact on mater
ial consumption at its potentially highest demand level relative to de
mand for that material for other uses. At high percentage of demand 
levels, the system demand can be a market driver, perhaps bringing about 
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higher prices or even cartelization. This criterion may also be viewed 
as a trigger for closed examination of opportunity costs--that is, the 
systems potential for adverse impact on other segments of the economy 
demanding the same material. 

Percent From One Nation, Non-U.S. This threshold level is set at 35 
percent. It represents a measure of supply domination in world markets 
by any one non-U.S. nation. If the system material demand is also a 
significant proportion of total demand, then potential for supply dis
ruption or cartelization is present. The nature of the material demand, 
as well as the dominant nation identified, then becomes a part of the 
criticality judgment. This criterion usually assumes more importance in 
assessing raw materials, since bulk material production among industrial 
nations tends to disperse over time. 

Present Costs in $/KW. This threshold is set at $50.00 per KW of con
structed capacity. This value is calculated as MT required x $ per 
MT/system capacity in KW. Values for material in excess of the $50.00 
threshold deserve close examination. It should be emphasized that these 
figures represent present bulk material cost--not the present cost of 
fabricated components. The fabrication cost of many materials can very 
substantially exceed the materials cost per se. Stated costs also are 
representative of the prevailing art for producing the materials--often 
in low volumes in the case of new materials. For many newer materials, 
those production costs can be expected to be lowered over time. 

Total cost of the system attributable to these materials becomes sensi
tive to changes in price or required volume of the materials in ques
tion. Materials price forecasts, fabrication cost determinations, de
sign review and possible materials substitutions might be considered. 

Net Percent Imported. The threshold value is set at 50 percent and is 
based on current levels of net U.S. imports. If the maximum volume of 
material required by the system is very small compared to total U.S. de
mand in the same time frame, there is probably little cause for concern 
regardless of the U.S. import level. For many ma terials--particular ly 
raw materials--for which the U.S. is dependent on imports, that de
pendency is likely to grow in future years. This is a matter of general 
economic concern and not necessarily related to any specific system 
under consideration. In other words, we would be concerned only if the 
system design and its construction scenario might substantially ex
acerbate an already recognized U.S. import dependency for certain 
materials. 

Raw Materials Screening Parameters and Thresholds 

With respect to the screening of raw materials levels of current re
serves and resources estimates are introduced as screening parameters, 
in addition to those identified in the bulk material discussion. In 
general, where the U.S. is reserve/resource deficient, it is also import 
dependent. The focus of concern in these cases is levels of world re
serves and resources and whether the system construction would 
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substantially contribute to world resource deficiency or to substantial
ly greater U.S. import dependency. The complete list of raw material 
screening parameters is given below. 

• World production growth rate (per year) required to meet SPS 
and all other projected deI:1ands 

• Maximum percent demand (in any given year) of the SPS as a 
portion of total world demand 

• Percent of U.S. reserves consumed by the SPS and all other 
projected demand 

• Percent of U.S. resources consumed by the SPS and all other 
projected demand 

• Percent of world reserves consumed by the SPS and all other 

• Percent of the world production attributable to a single 
foreign source 

• Percent of world resources consumed by the SPS and all other 
projected demand 

• Material purchase cost contribution to SPS power installed, 
$/KW 

• Net percent of U.S. material consumption that is it;1ported 
(from all foreign sources). 

The previous discussions of parameters under "Bulk Materials Screening" 
adequately describe those parameters which are co~mon to both bulk and 
raw materials, with the exception of "World Production Growth Rate", and 
"Percent From One Nation, Non-U. S.," where the raw material threshold 
value is different. Therefore those discussions will not be repeated 
here. The two parameters that change and the new U.S. and world reserve 
and resource parameters are discussed below. 

World Production Growth Rate. The threshold value here is 7 percent 
rather than the 10 percent value used for bulk materials. Extractive 
operations usually require longer lead times and are very capital 
intensive. Sustained annual growth rates of 5 percent are not too un
usual but 7 percent would be. 

Percent From One Nation, Non-U.S. lbe threshold value here is 60 per
cent rather than the 35 percent value used for bulk materials. 
Developed resources tend to be more concentrated in specific locations 
than bulk material production facilities. However, the opportunity to 
exploit undeveloped resources in alternative locations generally exists. 
Consequently, the higher threshold value is used. 

U.S. Reserves and Resources Consumed and World Reserves and Resources 
Consuaed. The threshold values used are 400 percent, 300 percent, 300 
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percent and 200 percent, respectively. For the SO-year time span con
sidered, those threshold values are quite conservative (see Appendix C). 
One could argue for many materials that they might even comfortably be 
doubled. In analyzing U.S. reserves and resources, sensitivity to dou
bling those values would be minimal, since we are usually either highly 
foreign source dependent - or hardly at all. 

Screening Process 

CMAP screening consists of comparison of screening parameter values for 
each material with the parameter threshold values. CMAP asks whether or 
not the threshold value has been exceeded, and, if it has, sets a flag 
on the printout identifying the potential problem. The required logic 
is illustrated in Figures A-2(1) (for bulk materials) and A-3(1) 
(for raw materials). 

The results are reviewed subsequently in 
materials are often classified as "A", "B" or 

a manual process 
"C" materials: 

where 

• "A" materials are those regarded as causing possibly serious 
constraints in the large scale implementation of particular 
designs, and thus require further study using information 
not stored in the data base. Mitigating strategies will 
likely be needed to avoid serious inplementation problems. 

• "B" materials are those which represent potential con
straints. Thresholds are exceeded but problems do not 
appear severe and/or mitigating strategies are readily 
identifiable. Further study may be needed to assure 
adequate supply. 

• "C" materials are those that exceed some threshold levels, 
but also show by the printed data that they are not likely 
to present a serious constraint to future deployment. 
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APPENDIX B 

SYSTEMS INCLUDED IN THE SHACOB MATERIALS ASSESSMENT 

The following nine systems were characterized in the materials 
assessment: 

• Space Heating - Solaron Corporation System using 273 ft2 
of steel flat plate collectors - air heat transport. 

• Space Heating and Domestic Hot Water - Solaron Corporation 
System using 273 ft2 of steel flat plate collectors - air 
heat transport. 

• Domestic Hot Water - Sunworks copper flat plate collectors 
(74 ft2) - water and ethylene glycol heat transport. 

• Space Heating and Domestic Hot Water - American Heliothermal 
Corporation System using 268 ft2 of steel flat plate col
lectors - water and propylene glycol heat transport. 

• Space Heating and Domestic Hot Water - Ecosol Systems, Inc., 
heat pump system using 258 ft2 of KTA Corporation evacu
ated tube collectors - water heat transport. 

• 5pal:~ iit:d Liul> Cltl~ Cvvli.1,5 au\! !)v~~:; ~ :!.= !:-?.::: t ':!:! te!' - !-'wi !'!.l=!!d 
Air Force Base, Exchange Main store using absorption chil
lers for cooling and 8320 ft2 of Raypak, Inc., flat plate 
collectors with aluminum plate and copper tubing - water and 
ethylene glycol heat transport. 

• Passive Space Heating - concrete trombe wall behind 510 
ft2 of glazing. 

• Passive Space Heating - water tank trombe wall behind 510 
ft2 of glazing. 

• Passive Space Heating - direct gain, masonry walls behind 
256 ft2 of glazing. 

The design variations represented by the nine systems areas follows. 
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GENERALIZED DESIGN VARIATIONS OF SHACOB 

Collector 

Flat plate 

Evacuated tube 

Passive 

Heat Transfer 

Air 

Liquid 

Application 

Residential 

Commercial 

Energy Use 

Direct 

Heat pump 

Absorption chiller 

Number 

5 

1 

3 

2 

4 

8 

1 

7 

1 

1 



APPENDIX C 

DISCUSSION OF RESERVES AND RESOURCES 

In discussing issues relative to reserves and resources it is important 
to understand the distinction made between these two terms. The 
relationship between reserves and resources is shown in the Mineral 
Resource Classification System developed jointly by the U.S. Geological 
Survey and the U.S. Bureau of Mines (see Figure C-1). 

This diagram illustrates changing qualities of resources in terms of 
increasing geologic assurance and increasing economic feasibility. In 
this two-dimensional diagram, reserves are represented by the shaded 
area. In this context, reserves are defined as that portion of the 
resource that is located in identified deposits and can be eco
nomically extracted given current technology and mineral prices. This 
diagram is a static representation of a dynamic system where the quan
tity of reserves is continually changing due to changes in extraction 
and mining technology, fluctuations in market prices, and also the ex
tent of exploration. 

U.S. government estimates of available resources and reserves 
. historically have been very conservative. For example, consider the 
case of bauxite (allDDinum ore). Selected U.S. Bureau of Mines estimates 
over the 1945-1977 time span are listed below and shown graphically in 
Figure C-2: 

1945 -
1955 
1965 
1975 
1977 

1 x 109 
3 x 109 
6 x 109 

17 x 109 
24 x 109 

tons 

Over a 32 year time span, this represents a 2400% increase in reserve 
estimates. 

Similarly bauxite resource estimates in 1963 and 1975 were: 

1963 14.5 x 109 tons 
1975 40 x 109 

This represents over 275% increase in resource estimates over a 12-year 
span (see also Figure C-2). For comparison of availability with con
sumption, the 1975 cons\DDption of bauxite was only 0.3 x 109 MT (U. s. 
Bureau of Mines estimate), a very small fraction of reserves and re
sources for what is a recyclable commodity. 
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These increases are due to major new discoveries, technological advances 
in recovery processes permitting inclusion of lower grade bauxite ores 
and upward movement in prices for aluminum, e.g., $0. 22/lb in current 
dollars in 1954 to $0.40/lb in 1975 to $0.6o+/Ib today. In constant 
1973 prices, the increase is more like 10% to 15% over the 25-year time 
span. 

Even estimates of petroleum reserves and resources are being vastly 
increased under today's new ground rules on prices. A 1978 study by the 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis in Austria 
estimates 2.1 trillion barrels of world oil resources recoverable at 
$20/barrel in 1976 dollars*--a 95 year supply at present world rates of 
production. 

Assessment of the criticality of materials from a reserves and resources 
standpoint must allow for the conservative nature of availability 
estimates. For this reason, materials assessment thresho Id values for 
these parameters have been set at high levels: 400 percent for U.S. 
reserves, 300 percent for U.S. resources, 300 percent for world 
reserves, and 200 percent for world resources. In most cases even these 
values are conservative. 

*Fortune, September 24, 1979, page 86. 
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TABLE D-1. BULK MATERIALS REQL'IRL"'1ENTS -- 295-GIGAWATT SPS 
GaAs OPTION (CMAP PRINTOUT) 

sou.a SCEJIAllo: 
Illo'TIODUCIIOli lL\ll- 2000 
antVL4TIVE CAPACITY 2029- 295. GW 

Btn.r; PElCEl<'T PROIJill KAX % % FmK PIE SENT 
FACTORS KATElLU. SUPPLY GlOWTH SYSTEM O!IE COSTS 

USAGE AS RATE 1 Y!:Al llATIOfl IN llET % 
KT• BY-PROD 1995+ WORI.D NOii-US $/lt.W IMPORT ----

THllSHOLD LEVELS- so. 10.% 10. 35. 50. 50. 

ALUMlh1JK 8591759. o. 7. o. 13. ).4. 9. 
AMMONIA 374085. o. 3. o. 5. o. 1. 
ARGON 137687. 100.* 4. o. 25. o. o. 
ARSENIC 46094. 100.• 4. 3. 23. 16. 39. 
ARSENIC TIUOXIDE 64532. 100.• 3. 3. 23. o. 39. 
CAlUION DIOXIDE 10510513. 100.• 4. 2. 5. 2. o. 
CAUSTIC SODA 1730575. o. 3. o. 5. l. l. 
CEME:h'T 10985800. o. 3. o. 18. 2. 4. 
CHLOUNE 681361. o. 3. o. 5. o. 1. 
COAL, BITUMINOUS 48707. o. 2. o. 20. o. 10. 
COXE 34231786. o. 3. o. 10. 10. 1. 
COPPEl 285206. l. 6. o. 13. 2. 12. 
ELECTl.ICITY (K.llll) 268.£+9 o. 7. o. o. 27. o. 
ELECTRODES 90580. o. 3. o. 10. 1. 1. 
FEIUlOMANGA.~SE 974166. o. 3. o. 22. 1. 98.• 
FEUOSILlCON 88561. o. 3. o. 10. o. 35. 
FEIUIOOS SCRAP, PllaCllAS£D 21669697. o. 3. o. 10. 6. o. 
FLUORSPAll 766910. o. 5. o. 19. o. 79.• 
GALLI OK 43378. 100.• 85.• 97.• 40.• 118.* 55.* 
GALLIUM AllSE."fIDE (DEP) 79886. o. 87.• 97.• 10. 190.• o. 
Gi!APlllTE FlBEi., SYl<"THEtlC 272163. o. 32.• 57.• 35.* 53." o. 
HEU OK 11. 100.* 3. o. 5. o. o. 
l!YllllOCllLOllC ACID 196432. 92.* 3. o. 5. o. :?. 
HYDROnUOlllC ACID 54149. o. 3. o. 15. o. o. 
HYDROGEN 2398332. 40. 6. o. 10. s. o. 
KAPTON 160421. o. 20.* so.• o. 36. s. 
Ll~ 6319792. o. 3. o. 20. l. 2. ....... ,, ....... _....,..,. ... 'll"tftc"'' o ~ ' r. ,. 

' '" -•"C ..... - ·---
MAGNESIUM 1134. l. 6. o. 27. o. o. 
M£1lC111.Y 5251. 2. l. 2. 18. o. 62.* 
NATUIAL GAS REFINED 11207935. o. 5. o. 23. 4. 5. 
liITllC ACID 174060. o. 3. o. 32. o. l. 
OXYGEN, GASEOUS 55850565. o. 4. 2. 21. 4. o. 
OXYG£1i, UQOID 55847290. o. 5. 4. 21. 3. o. 
PETROLEUM a>IE 3792213. 100.• 3. o. 15. 1. o. 
PITCH-111-Til 2623435. o. ·4. 6. 5. o. 5. 
POLYACllYI.ONlTE FIBEi. 612367. o. 3. l. 18. 3. 3. 
POLYSULfONE 181248. o. 8. 6. 5. 3. 5. 
SAND ' GllAVEL 22783760. o. 4. o. 10. o. o. 
SAPPHW 199184. o. 54.• 78.• 25. 540." o. 
SILICA FlBEJ. 9153. o. 33.* 78.• o. 9. 4. 
SILVU 54752. 70.• 5. 6. 14. 36. so.• 
SODIUM CAIBONATE 271913. o. o. o. 10. o. o. 
STAlh"LESS STEEL 312995. o. 4. o. 30. l. 15. 
STEAK 315.E+fl l. 3. o. 10. 5. o. 
STEEL ' IRON 88247973. 1. 3. o. 16. 99.• 7. 
STONE , CRIJSHED i SIZED 44727900. o. 3. o. 3. o. o. 
SULFUR >27322. 31. 3. o. 14. o. o. 
SULFUllIC ACID 1014141. 20. 3. o. 14. o. o. 
n:FLON 68027. o. 8. 3. 10. 2. 8. 
TlTAlilUM 3658. o. 6. o. 39.• o. 8. 
n:sGSTEN 38114. 10. 3. 2. 7. 4. 54.• 
ZlSC 12045. 25. 2. o. 20. o. 59.• 
.BEXZESE. 571002. o. 5. o. 16. o. 1 • 
• PROPYLENE. 808610. 25. 5. o. 14. l. o. 
(~!SC. BULK ~TERIALS) 5025022. -99. 7 -99. 7 -99.? -99.? -99.? -99.? 

Note: + • Beginning in 1995 

• • TI!reshold exceeded 

HT • Metric tons 



D-2 

TABLE D-2. RAW MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SOLAR POWER 
SATELLITE OPERATIONAL SYSTEM (GA/AS) 

SOI.Ai SCENARIO: 
INTRODUCTION YEAR- 2000 
CUMULATIVE CAPACITY 2029- 295. cw 

%PRD MAX% %US %US %FRM %WORLO %WORLD 
lAW GROW SYST RESERV RESOUR ONE RESERV RESOUR PRSNT 

FACTORS MATERIAL RATE ONE CONSUM CONSUM NAT CONSUM CONSUM COSTS 
USAGE FROM YEAR BY BY NON- BY BY IN 

(lOOOMT) 199S+WRLD 2029 2029 us 2029 2029 $/DI 
NET% 
IMPT -- --- --- --- -- ---- ------- --

THRESHOLD LEVELS- 7. 10. 400. 300. 60. 300. 200. so. 50. 
-- -- --- --- -- ---- ------ --

BAUXITE 40381. 5. o. 19126.* 2588.* 31. 
BAUXITE. BY PROD 2168905. 9.* 20.*24369.* 3298.* 31. 
CHROMITE 
CLAYS 
COAL. BITUMINOUS 
COPPER BYPROD. 
COPPER ORE 
FLUORSPAR ORE 
GYPSUM, CRUDE 
IRON ORE 
LIMESTONE 
MANGANESE ORE 
MERCURY ORE 
NATURAL GAS 
NICKEL ORE 
PETROLEUM 
RUTILE (CONC,) 
SALT 
SAND & GRAVEL 
SILVER ORE 
SODA ASH (NAT.) 
STONE 
SULFUR ORE 
TUNGSTEN ORE 
WATER, SEAWATER 
ZINC ORE 

Note: + c Beginning in 1995 

* • Threshold exceeded 

HT c Metric tons 

240. 3. 
1582. 2. 

325342. 2. 
148. 4. 

40745. 4. 
2331. 5. 

527. 2. 
142962. s. 
48095. 3. 

2143. 3. 
181. 1. 

31082. 5. 
2629. 2. 

323051. 2. 
8. 5. 

4371. 6. 
626. 4. 

78295. 5. 
9. 5. 

44728. 3. 
327. 3. 

6365. 3. 
818. o. 
267. 3. 
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o. 100. 3851.* 28. 
o. o. o. 12. 
o. 25. 3. 7. 
o. 299. 68. 13. 
o. 299. 68. 13. 
o. 6817.* 1144.* 19. 
o. 618.* o. 10. 
o. 131. 21. 27. 
o. o. o. 20. 
o. 100. 25. 22. 
2. 643.* 291. 18. 
o. 697,* 163, 23. 
o. 11577 ·* 30. 33. 
o. 2327.* 761.* 18. 
o. 605.* 199. 98.* 
o. o. o. 18. 
o. o. o. 6. 
6. 1033.* 274. 14. 
o. 4. 2. 2. 
o. o. o. 3. 
o. 725.* 236. 14. 
2. 1441.* 414.* 21. 
o. o. o. o. 
o. 672.* 403.* 20. 

89. 58. 2. 91.* 
97. 64. o. 91.* 

399.* 6. o. 89.* 
o. o. o. o. 

26. 2. 17. o. 
316,* 77. o. 12. -
316.* 77. o. 12. 

1403.* 769,* o. 79.* 
373.* o. o. 35, 

84, 27. 1. 29. 
o. o. s. 2. 

52. 26. 1. 98.* 
280. 83. o. 62.* 
501.* 50. 10. 5. 
160. 67. o. 70.* 
343.* 113. 80.* 39~ 

53. 42. o. 98.* 
o. o. o. 7. 
o. o. o. o. 

1018.* 273.* 1. 50.* 
3. 1. o. o. 
o. o. o. o. 

417.* 131. o. o. 
27 s. 96. 1. 54.* 

o. o. o. o. 
436.* 282.* o. 59.* 


